Addendum #1 to RFB S061037

Note: Due Date Extension to July 8th, 2010 at 2:00 p.m. MST

Please note the answers to questions received:

1. Is it possible to extend the rfb due date until July 8th, 2010?
   
   A. Yes-see above

2. Must bidders be Sun/Oracle Certified Resellers?

   A. No, but we must be able to maintain a legitimate service contract on the hardware.

3. The list of parts does not have rackmount kits. Do you require rackmount kits for the J4400 trays?

   A. Yes-this was an oversight.

4. The list of parts does not have the power cords type specified. Do you require the Sun Single Jumper Cable (C13 plug) for your rack?

   A. Specified power cords need to be IEC-320-C14’s for connection to APC AP7840 208V PDU’s with IEC-320-C13 outlets.

5. Do you require all components in this rfb to be Sun/Oracle brand?
A. No-but we do require Sun/Oracle 7000 series software for complete compatibility with our existing system, as per the rfb stated reasons.

6. Under hardware specifications it lists “Any required installation fees”. Is the University asking for installation fees only if the vendor requires it, or do they want installation regardless?

A. Only if the vendor requires it.

End of Addendum. All else remains the same.